
#375 The Red Beast vs. The Scarlet Beast – The Role of Scarlett and Gone With the Wind, 
part 4, Daniel 2:34-35: Broken to Pieces Together 
 
Revelation 17:11 and “of the seven.” The point of this Unsealing is similar to and connected 
with the topic of Unsealing #153 Of the Seven – The 8th Kingdom Beast has the Characteristics 
and/or Roles “of the Seven”. 
 

Revelation 17:11 (KJV) And THE BEAST that was, and is not, even HE IS THE EIGHTH, 
and is OF THE SEVEN, and goeth into perdition. 

 
The Beast, the 8th Kingdom, is “of the seven” before it, meaning that it possesses the 
characteristics and philosophies and/or historical-prophetic roles of the Seven Kingdoms 
preceding it. For example, it can be said that the democracy of America, the 8th, is rooted in 
Greece. Its type of government can be said to be rooted in the republicanism of the Roman 
Senate.  
 
Daniel 2:34-35 and “broken to pieces together.” A similar idea to what is seen in Revelation 
17:11 and “of the seven” can be seen in Daniel 2:34-35 through “broken to pieces together.” 
 
Key Understanding: Broken in pieces together. The Lord indicates through 
Nebuchadnezzar’s Image in Daniel 2 that although Babylon, Media-Persia, Greece, and 
Rome have passed away, they are in essence still 
standing as long as the final empire of man’s 
governments upon the earth is still standing. Then, 
with the fall of man’s final empire, the previous 
kingdoms are “broken to pieces together.” This is 
because the final empire – which is the 8th Head 
Scarlet Beast of Revelation 17, and is also the Feet of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s Image of Daniel 2 – is built of man, 
by man, and for man, as were the others. The Scarlet 
Beast is representative of the culmination and pinnacle 
of man’s greatest and grandest efforts to bring forth 
their fallen ‘last best hope of earth’ before the return 
of the Lord. [President Lincoln called the United States 
the ‘last best hope of earth’ in his December 1, 1862, 
second Annual Message to Congress.] 
 

Daniel 2:34-35 (KJV) Thou sawest till that A STONE WAS 
CUT OUT WITHOUT HANDS, WHICH SMOTE THE 
IMAGE UPON HIS FEET THAT WERE OF IRON AND 
CLAY, AND BRAKE THEM TO PIECES.  
35 Then was THE IRON, THE CLAY, THE BRASS 
[Greece of Alexander the Great], THE SILVER [Media-
Persia], AND THE GOLD [Babylon], BROKEN TO 
PIECES TOGETHER, and became like the chaff of the 
summer threshingfloors; and THE WIND CARRIED 
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THEM AWAY, that no place was found for them: and the stone that smote the image became a 
great mountain, and filled the whole earth. 

 
The empires/kingdoms of iron, clay, brass, silver, and gold are broken to pieces together, and 
then the wind carries them away. 
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